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Learning Objectives

After today’s webinar, you will be able to:

• Define “grid-interactive efficient building” (GEB) and discuss key 
GEB characteristics and technologies

• Describe utility demand challenges and the benefits of building 
load flexibility

• Identify ways in which building owners and operators can benefit 
from the shift to GEBs

• Discuss GEB projects and resources  



Grid-Interactive Efficient Buildings
Why they matter for building operators

SBC Webinar on Grid-Interactive Efficient Buildings

October 21, 2020

Chris Perry, PE

cperry@aceee.org

Research Manager, Buildings Program

mailto:cperry@aceee.org


Advances in electric technologies and policies are causing grid strain 
[solar PV, electric vehicles, heat pumps, electrification, etc.]

California ‘Duck’ Curve

Midwest ‘Gator’ Curve

Hawaii ‘Nessy’ Curve

Example “predictable” 
seasonal load curves

[COVID has also changed grid curve shapes]
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Problem: Unpredictable electricity peaks make it 
difficult for utilities to provide reliable energy.

Solution: New technologies like batteries can help, 
but buildings are an important untapped resource. 



Grid-interactive efficient buildings (GEBs) are 
energy-efficient and grid-connected.
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Energy efficiency reduces 
overall consumption.

Two-way grid connectivity enables automatic 
load shifting, shedding, and modulating.



Building operators can benefit from this shift to 
grid-interactive efficient building. 
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New incentive program offerings may help you save money on 
advanced energy-saving equipment for your buildingIncentives $

New electricity rate structures will incentivize GEB 
technologies by valuing energy efficiency + demand flexibility  Rates $

Training your staff to operate grid-interactive technologies now 
provides an increasingly valuable skillset in the marketplaceSkills

Your site could be used for a pilot or demonstration project 
and earn recognitionRecognition



Thank you!
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Chris Perry

cperry@aceee.org

Research Manager, Buildings Program

aceee.org/grid-interactive-efficient-buildings-gebs

mailto:cperry@aceee.org
https://nam01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faceee.org%2Fgrid-interactive-efficient-buildings-gebs&data=02%7C01%7Ccperry%40aceee.org%7C80f78cb567be4341c0ae08d720eccdbf%7Cd317cef123d5472bb8d214478f8bdf27%7C0%7C0%7C637014073738849888&sdata=qKGSMSXPiWydeEnWPgCRq7XlcZtc4%2B0uZkkDftt4U%2Fg%3D&reserved=0


Resources

• Duck Curve: insideenergy.org/2014/10/02/ie-questions-why-is-
california-trying-to-behead-the-duck/

• Gator Curve: 
www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/renewables-integration-
in-the-midwest-is-a-whole-other-animal

• Nessy Curve: 
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/hawaiis-solar-
grid-landscape-and-the-nessie-curve

• Seasonal Load Curves: learn.pjm.com/three-priorities/keeping-
the-lights-on/how-energy-use-varies.aspx
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http://insideenergy.org/2014/10/02/ie-questions-why-is-california-trying-to-behead-the-duck/
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https://learn.pjm.com/three-priorities/keeping-the-lights-on/how-energy-use-varies.aspx
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Hello!

Rois Langner
Senior Engineer

Commercial Buildings Research Group

National Renewable Energy Laboratory

E: Rois.Langner@nrel.gov

P: 303-204-7026

mailto:Rois.Langner@nrel.gov
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Today’s Agenda

National Renewable Energy Laboratory

Building Energy Consumption

GEB – What is it?

The value of GEB

Relevant GEB efforts & metrics to quantify GEB

My Half-Block Course in June 2021

Summer Internship Opportunities



NREL
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NREL
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facilities, renowned 
technology experts

World-class
with industry, 
academia, and 

government

Partnerships
operates as a 

living laboratory

Campus

NREL at a Glance

2,307

Employees,

early-career researchers 
and visiting scientists

\

about

900

plus more than 

460



Messaging + Blue 
Infographic 

Content
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\

Solar

Wind 

Water

Geothermal

Renewable
Power

Bioenergy

Vehicle Technologies

Hydrogen

Sustainable 
Transportation

Buildings

Advanced Manufacturing

Government Energy 
Management

Energy 
Efficiency

Grid Integration

Hybrid Systems

Energy Systems
Integration

NREL Science 
Drives Innovation
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We Reduce Risk in Bringing Innovations to Market

• NREL helps bridge the gap 
from basic science to 
commercial application

• Forward-thinking  
innovation yields 
disruptive and impactful 
results to benefit the 
entire U.S. economy

• Accelerated time to 
market delivers 
advantages to American 
businesses 
and consumers
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Energy Efficient Buildings

NREL’s core R&D strengths are 
transforming energy by developing 
grid-interactive buildings that 
strengthen the resiliency, efficiency, 
and affordability of energy systems 
globally.

Research Challenges
• Developing integrated systems that include optimal design 

and operation. 
• Making smart buildings the hub for electric vehicles, solar 

energy, battery storage, thermal storage, and intelligent 
building systems that address current industry needs.

• New materials and controls that enable future integration are 
needed.
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Research Focus Areas

Energy Systems Integration Facility
• Renewable electricity to

grid integration

• Vehicle-to-grid integration

• Renewable fuels-to-grid integration

• Energy-water nexus

• High-performance computing, analytics, 
and visualization

• Large-scale numerical simulation

• Cybersecurity and resilience

• Smart home and building systems

• Microgrids

• Battery and thermal energy storage



U.S. Energy Consumption
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Buildings
28%

Transportation
35%

Industrial 
37%

2019 U.S. Energy Consumption by End-Use 
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GEB – What is it?
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Grid-interactive Efficient Buildings (GEBs)

• GEBs enable buildings to work with the 

power grid, not against it – unlocking value 

and enabling grid decarbonization

• This is a priority area for the GSA, DOE, 

National Labs, and many other key players



GEB is about enabling buildings to provide flexibility 
in energy use and grid operations

Supply Demand

~75% of 
electricity 
generation 
is used in 
buildings
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Key Characteristics of GEB
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How can buildings provide flexibility?

© Navigant Consulting Inc.



Demand Flexibility Provided by GEB
 

 
 



Demand Flexibility Provided by GEB
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Residential GEB Measures

GEB Measure GEB Control Capability Load 

Shed

Load 

Shift

Demand 

Response

Smart thermostats Modify temperature setpoints, and pre-heat 

or pre-cool during off-peak hours

X X X

Smart appliances 

(washers/dryers/dishwa

shers)

Shift operation to off-peak hours X X

Electric lighting Turn-off or dim lighting during peak-hours, 

based on occupancy needs

X X

Water heating/thermal 

storage

Leverage thermal mass of the water tank to 

pre-heat water during off-peak times

X

Electric vehicles & 

chargers

EV charging can be shifted to off-peak 

times, or when times when renewable 

energy sources are abundant

X X

Battery storage Utilize battery storage to shed and shift load X X X

Solar PV Utilize on-site generation to offset peak load X X
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Commercial GEB Measures

GEB Measure GEB Control Capability Load 

Shed

Load 

Shift

Demand 

Response

LED fixture with full 

control

Dim lights for load shed capability X X

Automatic window 

shade devices

Control for west, south, and east-facing 

facades to shed solar heat gain during the day

X X

Staging of electric 

resistance heating

Stage operation for load shed capability X X

Zone space temperature 

setback

Program setbacks during defined peak 

demand periods for load shed capability

X X

Thermal energy storage Leverage building thermal mass or water 

storage to shift heating and cooling loads

X

Staging of AHU fans Stage operation for load shed capability X X

Static pressure reset for 

demand response

Static reset for load shed capability X X

Laptop battery charger 

staging

Stage battery-based plug-in equipment for 

load shed capability

X X

Solar PV Utilize on-site generation to offset peak load X

Battery storage Utilize battery storage to shed and shift load X X X
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GEB Technologies & Solutions

• Can leverage existing equipment

• Technologies may, or may not be “smart”

• Building managers can control individual equipment, or leverage 
software solutions to optimize multiple end-use systems 

• Flexibility can be provided though:

• Continuous demand management

• Response to specific Demand Response (DR) events

• Dynamic signals can and should be leveraged where possible
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Characterizing GEB Technologies

Name/Vendor

Functionality

Targeted end-uses

Demand flexibility modes supported

1- or -2-way communication with utility

Communication protocol

Behavior on connectivity loss

Grid-interactive control

Response time

Duration of response

Lifetime & maintenance issues

Impact on building services

Energy penalty

Data points integrated

Technology capabilities

IT cybersecurity
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GEB Software Solutions

• Connects to building automation systems (BAS) or home energy 
management systems (HEMS)

• Can control multiple building end-use systems

• May offer 1- or-2-way communication with the grid

• Provide analytics for flexible control

• Trend load data

• Should capture dynamic signals:

• Weather

• TOU utility rates

• Carbon emissions
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The End Goal

• More flexible, and optimized performance

• Reduced peak demand, and lower demand charges

• Responsive to building and grid needs



The Value of GEB



AUGUST 10-14, 2020  •  NOW A VIRTUAL EVENT

Potential Benefits of Flexible Building Load

✓ Energy affordability

✓ Improved reliability & resiliency 

✓ Reduced grid congestion

✓ Enhanced services

✓ Environmental benefits

✓ Customer choice



Multiple Stakeholders, Multiple Sources of Value

Building Owners

Utilities/grid 
operators

Building 
Occupants/Tenants

Society

Reduces Capital 
Costs

Reduces 
Operating Costs

Grid Stability 
and Resilience

Health Benefits

Decarbonization 
Goals



Relevant GEB Projects
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Relevant DOE Projects

• Published report series establishing demand flexibility 
framework, evaluating technologies and assessing value 
and performance.

– DOE’s “GEB-site”: 
https://www.energy.gov/eere/buildings/grid-
interactive-efficient-buildings

• Engage key stakeholders for ongoing feedback

– ACEEE Utility working group

– NASEO- NARUC working group with state energy 
offices and regulators

– Buildings-to-Grid working group with Better 
Buildings Alliance members

– Standardization

• Explore critical elements through numerous 
research and validation projects

– GEB Potential Studies

– GEB Field Studies 

– Metrics Framework

– Occupant Comfort 

– Standardization

https://www.energy.gov/eere/buildings/grid-interactive-efficient-buildings
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2019 Request for Information:

• GEB solutions that cost-effectively provide 
building load flexibility

• Load flexibility modes (at least 3):
• Energy efficiency
• Load shed
• Load shift
• Modulation 

• Integrate multiple building systems, 
beyond HVAC & lighting

• Aggregate data and dynamically manage 
and coordinate loads

GSA Proving Ground/DOE High 
Impact Technology Catalyst
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GPG/HIT Catalyst Field Studies

• 5 selected GEB software solutions

• Federal (GSA) & non-federal buildings

• 4 National Laboratories to lead M&V:

• NREL

• LBNL

• PNNL

• ORNL
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Key Objectives for GEB M&V

• Key objectives for evaluating GEB solutions:
• Capability to enable energy efficiency & load flexibility –

continuously & in response to DR events
• Costs
• Building owner and utility benefits
• Integration and building service impact

• Highly complex solutions
• Control of multiple building systems
• Multiple load flexibility modes
• Climate zone implications
• Differences in building operational 

mission

Important to coordinate language, metrics, and M&V 
approach to enable as much consistency as possible across 
projects

Weather 
Forecasting

Load Data & 
Forecasting

Utility/Grid 
Data

Sensors & 
Advanced Control 

Algorithms

Dashboarding

GEB 
Solution

Icons from www.flaticon.com
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Metrics

What are they?

Quantitative Objectives 
for Demand Flexibility

Metrics

Energy Efficiency Savings 
(from GEB solution)

Energy savings: kWh/year and % savings

Energy intensity savings: kWh/ft2/year

Continuous Demand 
Management

Monthly peak demand reduction: kW and %

Summer and winter average peak kW reduction

Peak Load Shed Demonstrated load shed based on a utility signal:
• Demand shed per event: Average kW reduction (for shed) 

over a specified time window
• Average % demand reduction
• Demand shed intensity: W/ft2

Load Shift Average demand increase or decrease over shift days during 
the summer and winter: kW, W/ft2, %

Net building consumption change in 24 hours over shift days 
during the summer and winter: %

Carbon Reduction CO2/ft2/year



Thank you

This work was authored by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, operated by Alliance for Sustainable Energy, LLC, for the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) under Contract No. DE-AC36-08GO28308. The views expressed in the article do not necessarily 
represent the views of the DOE or the U.S. Government. The U.S. Government retains and the publisher, by accepting the article for 
publication, acknowledges that the U.S. Government retains a nonexclusive, paid-up, irrevocable, worldwide license to publish or
reproduce the published form of this work, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes.

Rois Langner
rois.langner@nrel.gov
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time for …     Q&A
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Washington & Oregon

• Smart Buildings Center - http://www.smartbuildingscenter.org/tool-library/

Idaho
• University of Idaho – Integrated Design Lab - http://www.idlboise.com/content/tool-loan-library-free-resource-idaho-power-
company-customers

California

• Pacific Gas & Electric - http://www.pge.com/pec/tll/

• Sonoma County - http://sonomacounty.ca.gov/General-Services/Energy-and-Sustainability/Tool-Lending-Library/

• Southern California Edison - https://www.sce.com/business/consulting-services/energy-education-centers

• San Diego Gas & Electric - https://www.sdge.com/energy-innovation-center/tool-and-book-lending-library

New York

• CUNY Building Performance Lab - http://www.cunybpl.org

Tool Lending Library Locations

http://www.smartbuildingscenter.org/tool-library/
http://www.idlboise.com/content/tool-loan-library-free-resource-idaho-power-company-customers
http://www.pge.com/pec/tll/
https://www.sce.com/business/consulting-services/energy-education-centers
https://www.sdge.com/energy-innovation-center/tool-and-book-lending-library
http://www.cunybpl.org/
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➢Earn 1.5 points today towards the maintenance of your 
BOC credential*
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Maintain Your BOC Credential

* Make sure to keep a record of your webinar attendance and quiz completion for your 
credential maintenance application

https://www.theboc.info/boc2010/
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2021 Technical Webinars

Stay tuned for the 2021 Smart Buildings Center 
Technical Webinar Series Announcement!


